
You discover new algorithms for detecting 
network devices and other assets.

You implement low level code that discovers 
hardware and software.

You continuously optimize and strive for an 
efficient functioning of our software.

As a member of an agile research team, you 
analyze the extent and impact of changes to 

the Lansweeper software.

You progress in your career by continuously 
learning and expanding your skillset.

You work with leading tools and the 
newest technology.

You are part of a company that builds software 
for thousands IT professionals worldwide.

IT SYSTEMS DEVELOPER
Lansweeper is a software package used by IT professionals in medium-sized businesses as well as the most well-

known multinationals and organizations for the inventory, analysis, and management of their entire IT network. 

Want to know more? Take a look HERE.

Implement OptimizeDiscover

A day in the life of

http://www.lansweeper.com


I am someone who

I have a

Going for gold? 

has DevOps skills in interfacing with 
devices.

wants to work for an international, 
fast-growing and innovative company.

has knowledge of system security.

is keen on analyzing network traffic.

solid experience in the network, security, 
cloud and/or mobile device sector.

a deep insight into writing algorithms and 
hardware discovery.

good knowledge of making an object-
oriented design.

a strong interest in monitoring tools that 
discover activity on systems.

Experienced in SysAdmin tasks and able to 
translate them in C# Code?

Deep knowledge of networks and the 
hardware running them?

Skilled in some of the tools we use (GitHub, 
TeamCity, Jira, Confluence)?

Experience in querying Active 
Directory, WMI, SSH, PowerShell? 

likes to reverse engineer software.

is interested in mobile device management.

[Paste picture here][Paste picture here]

Hi! My name is [your name here]
I’m the new IT Systems Developer



Our offer you can’t refuse

Easygoing teamwork

Internal and external training

Indoor pool

Close-knit group Spontaneous and 
company events

Central and convenient 
office location

Foosball tables
Arcade

Pool table
Lounge

Competitive wage 
Interesting bonus

Non-statutory benefits

Variation, challenges, 
and responsibility

Growing along with a company 
in full expansion

mailto:careers@lansweeper.com
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